
THE H&C NEWS
December      2010

General Meeting 

Wednesday December 8th
7.00 pm At GAZA Sports & Community Club, Corner of Main North East 
Rd and Wellington St Klemzig.

 SSAA-H&C-ACTIVITY PROGRAM-2010   (VERSION 6 – 05/07/10)
DATE               ACTIVITY                                                             COORDINATOR
08/12/10          H&C General Meeting 7pm at Gaza Comm Club        Council
11/12/10          SSAA State AGM 12noon at CWA                              Council
14/12/10          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                         Council

NB: - All cull dates cover shooting from first sunrise to last sunset excepting FFPP and PESTCAM which 
are from first sunset to last sunrise.

OFF PROGRAM (IRREGULAR) ACTIVITIES – please check with Activity Coordinator for details 
before registering.
Barossa/Hills – quick response/SA Water/Forestry SA  Graham H 8337 5388                                                  
Fleurieu – Forestry SA      Jim A 8390 1882
Telowie/Burra/Redbanks      Shane F 8634 4362
Everard/Thackaringa/Mantung     Rick F 8447 6905
Kangaroo Island       Jorge N 8357 0903
Buckaringa / Kalamurina / Yookamurra    Mark P 8380 5336
Midweek Range (Monarto)      Graham H 8337 5388
SA North-East private reserves & Corella culls   Phil J 0408431750
Lameroo District       Evan R 8764 2169
Mt Brown CP        Rob & Sue S 8636 2691
Brookfield CP        Brian W 0408854124
Witchelina Project      Graham H 83375388 & Kaz H 83393507

Every effort will be made not to make changes, but PLEASE CHECK ACTIVITY PROGRAM FOR 
UPDATES ON WEBSITE. www.hunt-cons.asn.au

    NEW COUNCIL  2010/11
Chris G. President, Gil H. Vice-president , Grant L. Secretary, Ian C.Treasurer, Jim A.,Andy 
D.,Graham H.,Kaz H.,Phil J., George S. Co-opted members:John D, David D.,Gary D.,Geoff F.,
Ali W.  All members are welcome to attend Council meetings.
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 SSAA-H&C-ACTIVITY PROGRAM-2011          (DRAFT VERSION – 15/11/10)

DATE               ACTIVITY                                                             COORDINATOR

10 - 14/01/11   Dutchman Stern CP - cull                                        Kaz H
16/01/11          Range Day at Monarto - 10am – 4pm                     Council   
18/01/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                     Council
22/01/11          Accreditation Course (theory)                                  Gil H

31/1 - 4/2/11    Flinders RNP – cull                                                  Gil H 
04 -07/02/11    Flinders Feral Predator Program (FFPP)                 Kaz H
05 -12/02/11    Gawler RNP - cull                                                    Rick F
15/02/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                      Council
  ?/02/11          SSAA State Meeting 12noon at CWA                      Council
06–09/03/11    Brookfield                                                                 Brian W 
13/03/11    Range Day at NESSCI                     George S.
15/03/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                      Council
23/03/11          H&C General Meeting 7pm at Gaza Comm Club    Council
  ?/03/11          Onkaparinga River NP - cull                                     Kaz H

04 -08/04/11    Bimbowrie CR & Boolcoomatta - cull                       Phil J
16/04/11          Range Day at Monarto – 10am – 4 pm                    Council
19/04/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                      Council   
                     
 ?/05/11           SSAA State Meeting 12noon at CWA                      Council 
06 -09/05/11    FFPP                                                                        Kaz H     
08 -13/05/11    Vulkathunha-Gammon RNP – cull                           Gil H
 ?/05/11           Range Day at NESSCI                                             George S                
24/05/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                      Council         
28/05/11          Accreditation Course (theory)                                   Gil H
29/5 - 1/6/11    Brookfield                                                                 Brian W

14 -18/06/11    Flinders & V-G RNP – Wildlife Surveys                   George S / DENR
14/06/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                       Council
20 - 24/06/11   Dutchman Stern CP – cull                                         Kaz H
29/06/11          H&C General Meeting 7pm at Gaza Comm Club     Council

12/07/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                       Council
24/07/11          Range Day at Monarto – 10am – 4pm                      Council

06 -13/08/11    Gawler RNP – cull                                                      Rick F
16/08/11          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                       Council 
 ?/08/11          SSAA State Meeting 12noon at CWA                        Council      
 ?/08/11           Range Day at NESSCI                                              George S
21 - 24/08/11   Brookfield                                                                  Brian W
26 - 29/08/11   FFPP                                                                         Kaz H 
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Keep it sharp or suffer!
In a previous newsletter I asked what is the best 
type of field knife for goat culling, and I expect 
there are still a few opinions on that. One aspect 
of a hunting knife that cannot be debated though 
is the need for it to be sharp. A blunt knife 
requires the use of excessive force to make it 
work and that force, when used on steep or 
unstable ground, could cause a nasty accident. 
Good quality knives are often ʻshop sharpʼ 
straight out of the box, but that edge is often short 
lived and in any case needs to be maintained 
over time and even day-to-day in the field. For 
non-skilled people like me, it was always a great 
challenge to get a knife really sharp, but since I 
bought my little Lansky sharpening kit the job has 
become easy.

Using traditional oil stones or even diamond 
sharpeners requires a high level of skill and 
dexterity in maintaining a constant angle of blade 
on stone. The Lansky system eliminates this 
problem by providing a T-clamp with various 
angles pre-set for the wire rods that hold the 
various sharpening stones at the desired angles. 
The basic 
kit comes 
with three 
stones; 
rough, 
medium 
and fine 
and 
produces 
an excellent 
result even 
on badly 
dulled 
knives. The 
kit contains 
the clamp, 
three 
stones, 
three rod 
guides, 
instructions 
and a bottle 
of honing oil 

– everything required except a rag to clean up 
after the job is done. In short, the knife blade is 
locked into the clamp, the sharpening stone is 
attached to a rod guide and inserted in the 
desired angle slot, oil is dabbed on the stone and 
honing begins. The T-clamp is cleverly designed 
so that there are matching angle slots either side 
so both sides of the blade can be sharpened 
simply by flipping the clamped knife over and re-
inserting the rod guide in the matching slot. Itʼs as 
close to being idiot-proof as you can get and if I 
can use it, anyone can.

Of course, depending on how much work the 
knife does, the blade will gradually lose that razor 
edge youʼve put on it and it will need a little 
touching up. For that, I use a mini-steel, which 
keeps the blade in working condition while Iʼm 
away from home. A few gentle wipes at night after 
Iʼve cleaned the blade and that working edge is 
back, ready for another dayʼs work. The secret is 
to have a good edge on the knife to start with. 
There are many sharpening systems available 
and Iʼve tried a few of them, but the Lansky has 
given me the best results. Whatever you use, 
stay sharp, and stay safe. Jed K
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H&C/DENR Kangaroo Counting in    
Flinders Ranges National Park.  June 2010 

To anyone  who would like to improve their 
navigational skills, I would recommend  the  
Kangaroo   Survey / Transect, in the Flinders  
Ranges, each June.

It was my first activity in the Flinders. Weather 
was very pleasant. The scenery is a green 
contrast to the harshness of the Summer months. 
We were fortunate enough to witness vast 
amounts of the Sturt Desert  Pea, in its brilliant 
red and black colours. In the Balcanoona area 
there was an unusual WHITE  Sturtʼs Desert 
Pea,.

Following a bearing, may sound easy, but not so 
when one has to decide whether to go over a hill 
or take the   easier option of hiking  around it. 
This means time  to get back to the initial bearing, 
and itʼs surprising how  much ground one must 
make up to get back “ on track  “ .   I noticed my 
lack of terrain / map familiarisation. What better 
way to get practice than on this type of activity . 

 Another point  of  importance is GPS  being set 
to the same map DATUM as used by DENR

 On one transect, my partner and I arrived at our 
pick up destination.... track , creek running North  
- South,   prominent hills to the East ....all  
according to the map, only to be told over the 
radio that we were not in visual contact.. 
Consultation of  map co ordinates , by both 
parties  notified us that our location was still some 
500 – 1000 meters  from pick up  point, which co- 
incidentally had identical map features to  where 
we thought our pick up crew would be waiting , ie.  
track , creek running North - South, hills to the 
East.... On reaching the vehicle , reference was 
made to maps and GPSes and it was discovered 
that  the map datum  we were using was different 
from that employed by DENR. . Needless to say, 
on next outings   all members  checked that  
Datum on their GPS was that used by DENR.

 I noticed the importance of hiking in pairs . 
Should any mishap or emergency occur, it  can 
be a nasty  experience being out “ alone,  waiting 
for assistance to arrive. Radio communication  is 

a great insurance, but radios do not always work 
in all areas, so ,with a partner there is more 
assurance  of being at ease until help does 
arrive.

A  very enjoyable and skills building   exercise. 
Thanks to the National Park Rangers and staff, 
and to H & C for coordinating   this activity and 
H&C members who participated.

J.M ( Fruit Bat ) 

Walking Trails Maintenance Volunteers
Anyone interested in helping maintain walking 
trails within  Vulkathunha-Gammon Ranges N.P.,   
Flinders Ranges N.P., Dutchman's Stern , Mt 
Brown & Barossa   visit the website below or 
contact Rob Marshall ... 08 8362 1595 .

www.walkingtrailssupportgroup.org.au/

I have been a  trails maintenance volunteer for 
the past 3 years and find it rewarding,as it 
provides opportunities to discover other areas of 
our fascinating Bush environment. 

John M.(Fruit Bat)

 Websites to explore
Shooting.com.au is a forum where firearms 
owners interact with each other in conversations 
about firearms, calibres, optics and anything else 
to do with the shooting sports. 

http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/dse/index.htm takes 
you to Victoria’s Department of Sustainable 
Environment website. On the left of the home 
page you will find a rather useful “Shotgunning 
Education Handbook”. Plus there’s lot more on 
offer.

Views expressed in this publication are those 
of the contributors only and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the 
Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia or 
its Hunting and Conservation Branch 

Newsletter Editor: George S.
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  How much ammo?
I have no idea how H&C members coped with 
ammo supply issues back in ʻthe good old daysʼ 
when, to hear Graham H talk, it was common to 
shoot 600 goats before breakfast, then head out 
for the day to do some serious culling! These 
days with goat numbers under some control, I 
consider 100 rounds of .270 adequate to handle 
anything Iʼm likely to encounter on a weeklong 
cull. I figure that if I shoot 100 goats, Iʼll have 
done my bit! On a day-to-day basis, I carry four 
rounds in the magazine of my rifle, five rounds in 
a little pouch on my belt, nine rounds in a clam-
shell case in my thigh pocket, and nine more in a 
similar case in my bum-bag for a total of 27 
rounds. All my remaining ammo is in the vehicle 
so that whenever I return to it, I replenish my 
supplies so I always have a full ammo load on 
hand.

There was a time when I used an elastic stock-
sock that held 10 rounds as part of my back-up 
ammo supply, but Iʼve taken it off because it 
makes the rifle too heavy. The ammo pouch I use 
on my belt started life as a mini digital camera 
pouch, but holds five rounds nestled inside and 
instantly ready to use if more shots are required. 
The clamshell holder in my thigh pocket is made 
by MTM and holds nine rounds of .270 ammo 
without any rattling, and once again it allows 
ready access should a ʻturkey shootʼ situation 
present itself. 

For the reloaders out there, a useful tip is to keep 
a piece of cleaning cloth inside your main ammo 

box to wipe over your fired brass on a daily basis. 
As I resupply my MTM boxes, my belt pouch and 
magazine at night in camp, I wipe over any brass 
fired that day and itʼs ready to go straight into the 
resizing die when I get home. Leave it dirty for an 
extended period, and the carbon deposits around 
the necks of the cases set like cement and 
requires hard work to remove it. Clean as you go 
and itʼs easy! Jed K.

Can you grow for SA's Trees For Life?
Trees For Life is looking for volunteers to 
grow native seedlings this summer.

Volunteers grow seedlings for South Australian 
landholders who are looking to revegetate their 
rural properties, or grow for special environmental 
projects.

Being part of the program is easy. Trees For Life 
provides all the propagation materials - seed 
varieties, tubes, boxes, soil and mulch - free to 
volunteers, along with easy-to-follow instructions.

Trees For Life also now runs propagation 
workshops and employs a volunteer grower 
coordinator to help its volunteer growers.

People of all ages and backgrounds are 
encouraged to be part of the Tree Scheme 
program. Volunteers don't need to have a green 
thumb; the basic requirements are a sunny 
backyard and a commitment to looking after their 
seedlings during the summer months.

It's a perfect way for people to do something 
positive to help SA's environment and is very 
rewarding for those taking part.

To register your interest in becoming a volunteer 
grower, phone Trees For Life on 8406 0500.

Notes from CALPERUM WORKSHOP re 
PESTCAM feral pig reduction rogram.

...This present feral pig project covers mainly the 
floodplain wetlands from Renmark to the NSW 
border. A management plan is also close to 
completion for a Ramsar (see below) listed site 
that incorporates the floodplains of Chowilla, 
Calperum, Murtho Forest and several others.
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The riverine floodplains will always be difficult for 
the control of feral pigs.  Areas that have been de 
stocked for some years are often so overgrown 
that some parts are impenetrable. Habitat and 
conditions there are ideal for pigs to congregate 
and breed making it extremely difficult to effect 
appropriate control.

Pigs are a highly transient animal and can travel 
for many kilometres as Field & Game has 
experienced over their 35 years of lease in the 
Murtho Forest Reserve.

Field & Game is concerned with the intended use 
of 1080 poison in the Murtho Reserve, as this 
area is used by our members for other hunting 
activity using retrieving dogs.

The Riverland has about 400,000ha of National 
Parks, Forestry and private reserves; and yet, 
there is no consistent, coordinated vermin control 
program. 

The catalyst for PESTCAM was “Operation 
Bounce Back” which proved so successful 
targeting feral goats in the Flinders and Gammon 
Ranges. A decision was made to conduct a 
similar operation in the Riverland utilising 
accredited shooters from hunting organisations 
such as SSAA, Field & Game and Australian 
Deer Association.

All those wishing to participate  in Pestcam are 
required to pass an  8 hour accreditation course 
in safety & first aid, survival and map reading, 
firearms safety and marksmanship, identification 
of species as well as suitable calibres for certain 
areas, radio communications. 

Vehicles used for spotlighting, must comply with 
OHS standards. Participants must be familiar with 
those standards. Generally Pestcam is a joint 
operation with the NPWS.  

When Pestcam is operating, all Parks and 
Reserves are closed to the public.

Another important phase of these operations was 
the onsite involvement of  Adelaide University 
and NPWS personnel dissecting stomach 
contents of foxes, feral cats, pigs and hares.  
Eyes of rabbits were also taken for research. 
(Phil Stott)

Success: Pestcam and other operations 
(especially those run by SSAA /H&C branch) 

have been most successful and are ongoing. The 
backbone of this success is the accreditation 
process, building cooperation with all 
stakeholders, demonstrated competence, 
recognition of animal welfare, responsible usage 
of firearms and support from landholders and the 
local public. 

Notes :RAMSAR: The Convention on Wetlands, 
signed in Ramsar, Iran, 1971 -and called the 
"Ramsar Convention" is an intergovernmental 
treaty that embodies the commitments of its 
member countries to maintain the ecological 
character of their Wetlands of International 
Importance and to plan for the "wise use", or 
sustainable use, of all of the wetlands in their 
territories.     PESTCAM: Pest Control and 
Monitoring              Peter T. (Renmark)

FROM (the former) SECRETARY
Firstly, my thanks to Grant L for taking on the 
task of Secretary – the past three years were 
quite a load, both in terms of time and (at least in 
my case) mental effort.
We have made efforts to spread the load – 
thanks to Jim A for looking after membership 
processing and to George S for writing and 
gathering material for the H&C NEWS when no 
one else does it. Some more load shedding/
sharing should be undertaken when Grant 
identifies any needs.
HUNT/CULL EXPECTATIONS
Yes, we have been doing a good job, and the 
word has spread that Vulkathunha-Gammon 
Ranges NP no longer has many goats. 
Registrations for participation have been low in 
spite of reimbursement of $100 per hunter for 
expenses. Those taking part during 2010 have 
been greatly appreciated “diehards” who are 
happy with the occasional sign, sighting, stalk 
and shot – real hunting.
The “bad(?) old days” of relatively easy shooting 
and high numbers are now fairly rare – so, 
moderate your expectations and be prepared to 
share any “bountiful” situations.
Eradication of feral animals is most unlikely, so 
hunting will be with us for the foreseeable future, 
but may well be fairly demanding.
If anyone is just not prepared to spend their hard-
earned annual holiday under those conditions, 
then, please discuss your position with the 
appropriate Activity Coordinator – we can only do 
our best, and guarantees, or “hand feeding” are 
just not possible.
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WITCHELINA PROJECT
Many thanks to those members who have taken 
part in assisting Nature Foundation SA in 
establishing their Conservation Reserve out of a 
rather run-down pastoral property.
The size (approx 4200 km2) and condition of 
tracks (?), equipment (?) and buildings have been 
challenging.
Progress is being made, with the “Overseer’s 
House” now renamed “Hunters’ Hut” with 
functioning lighting and (bore) water to bathroom 
and kitchen.
The homestead area is still a bit of a mess, but 
progress is being made with water reticulation 
and storage, power generation, UHF 
communications and habitability of buildings.
Exploration of the property for location of 
anything usable and accessibility is being done. 
A couple of boggings have been experienced.
Feral goat numbers are relatively low and widely 
dispersed. Foxes are only in unbaited areas and 
only one dog has been sighted.
Our good deeds are recognised and appreciated 
– a long term mutual benefit to NFSA and SSAA-
H&C should be sealed by an MOU.
Kaz H
# # DOCTORS
(A)  The number of physicians in the   U.S. 
is 700,000. 
(B)  Accidental deaths caused by Physicians 
per year are 120,000. 
(C)  Accidental deaths per physician is 0.171. 
Statistics courtesy of   U.S. Dept of Health  and  
Human Services. 

Now think about this: 
# # GUNS
(A)  The number of gun owners in the   U.S. is         
80,000,000.  (Yes, that's 80 million) 
(B)  The number of accidental gun deaths  per 
year, all age groups, is  1,500. 
(C)  The number of accidental deaths per gun 
owner is .000188. 
Statistics courtesy of FBI 

So,  statistically, doctors are approximately 
9,000 times more dangerous than gun owners. 
Remember, 'Guns don't kill people, doctors do.'

FACT:  NOT EVERYONE HAS A GUN, BUT 
Almost everyone has at least one doctor. 
This means you are over 900 times more likely to 
be killed by a doctor than a gun owner!!! 

Please alert your friends to this alarming 
threat. We must ban doctors before this gets 
completely out of hand!!!!!                                 
Out of concern for the public at large, I withhold 
the statistics on lawyers for fear the shock would 
cause people to panic and seek medical 
attention.

Mention of SSAA H&C in Hansard on 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 at 14.55  
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES, VOLUNTEER AWARDS-
Minister Paul Caica

... A High Commendation was also awarded to 
the Hunting and Conservation SA Branch of 
the Sporting Shooters' Association of 
Australia for its contribution to the Flinders 
Feral Predator Program. Other volunteer 
awards recognising outstanding efforts included 
the Best Biodiversity Project, awarded to the 
Hunting and Conservation SA Branch;... 
# # Gunsmith
http://www.zierschcustomrifles.com.au/ takes you 
to the website of Jerome Ziersch , gunsmith of 
Auburn SA. Several members have written to 
H&C News to praise the work done on their rifles. 
So members who may want rifles accurised, 
repaired, or just feel the need to have a rifle 
custom made, should contact Jerome.

  FOR SALE           
Transfer of possession of the firearm on sale must 
take place in the presence of, and be witnessed by, a 
licensed dealer in firearms, an authorised officer of a 
recognised firearms club or a member of the police 
force. A person (other than a dealer) who advertises a 
firearm for sale must include in the advertisement the 
identification number or combination of numbers and 
letters stamped or engraved on the firearm.

REMINGTON S.P.S.204 Cal   Serial No 
G6507194  W/TASCO 4–16 x 40 SCOPE, 
SHELLS & DIES  $1000  O.N.O. 

MAUSER  P 14 – M 17 Serial No 127482 .303 – 
25 W/ SCOPE, SHELLS & DIES     $350  O.N.O.
2 PADDED RIFLE BAGS  $40  EACH  SKB U/O 
12 GAUGE STOCK: OFFERS

ALAN W       Phone 0439 373 368  Licence 
No 789-46440B
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 Activity Reports

Dates & Activity:   2-9/10/2010  Witchelina CR 
Buildings and services maintenance, feral animal 
control

Client: Nature Foundation SA

Coordinators: Graham H., Kaz H., A. Nankivell 
(NFSA)

Participants: 8

Travel & Time Input 9750 km& 328 field hours

Results: goats 126  fox 1

Dates & Activity:  6-10/9/10:-Feral Pest Control

Location: Karte, Pibinga, Barkworth Olives

Client: DENR & Private Landholders

Coordinators:  Evan R., Andy D

Participants: 6

Travel & Time Input 2388 km & 159 field hours

Results: 4 goats

Dates & Activity:  6-13/2/10  Gawler Ranges NP

Client: DENR

Coordinator: Rick F.

Participants: 10

Travel & Time Input Not recorded

Results: goats 213, rabbits 4

Dates & Activity:  6-9/8/10  FFPP& Bunkers CR 
Fox Baiting

Location: FRNP, adjacent areas, Holowilena, and 
Bunkers CR

Coordinator: Nicki DP (DENR) Kaz H (H&C)

Participants: 6

Travel & Time Input 3200 km &75 hours

Dates & Activity:  14/10/10 Destruction Grey 
Kangaroos

Location:Near Victor Harbor

Clients: Local landholders with permits.

Coordinator: Kym Mck. Participants: 2

Travel & Time Input 140 km & 4 hours

Results:7  grey kangaroos  1 fox

Dates & Activity:  7-9/10/10 Pest Control & 
Monitoring

Location:Bon Bon Station (Bush Heritage 
Australia)

Coordinator: Dennis D. (H&C) G.Norris (BHA)

Participants: 3

Travel & Time Input 1960 km& 13 hours

Results:336 km tracks mapped.

Dates & Activity:  28/10/10 Destruction Grey 
Kangaroos

Location: Near Victor Harbor

Clients: Local landholders with permits. 

Coordinator: Kym Mck. Participants: 2

Travel & Time Input140 km& 4 hours

Results:3 male grey kangaroos

Dates & Activity: 8-12/11/10: Feral Animal 
Control   Dutchmanʼs Stern CP

Client:DENR

 Coordinator: D.Doyle, M.Wigg (DENR) Kaz H. 
(H&C)   Participants:6

Travel & Time Input:3100 km& 152.5 hours 

Results: 67 goats, 4 rabbits
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